FRENCH
Decorations

NEW!
French Inspiration Posters 4-Pack
3070430 · 4 posters, 31cm x 46cm each · $14.99

BESTSELLER!
Beginner Charts 4-Pack
1822685 · 4 charts, 46cm x 61cm each · $16.99

Verb Charts 7-Pack
1256165 · 7 charts, 46cm x 61cm each · $28.99

Verb Charts 9-Pack
2120880 · 9 charts, 46cm x 61cm each · $36.99

Main Charts 4-Pack
2523745 · 4 charts, 46cm x 61cm each · $16.99

Strategies Charts 3-Pack
2523729 · 3 charts, 46cm x 61cm each · $11.99

Find even more French-language resources, rewards, incentives, and classroom materials in the Les indispensables du prof!
See it online at www.scholastic.ca/clubs/indispensablesduprof or call 1-800-268-3860 to request a copy.
Learning Posters
Gr. PreK–3: Laminated posters, 28cm x 22cm each
Teach sounds with colourful visual reminders that are perfect for the classroom. Each poster features a simple sound, an example of the word, and a helpful illustration.

- Sounds
  - 2472306 · 16 posters · $24.95

- Complex Sounds
  - 2474047 · 10 posters · $15.95

NEW!
Canadian Calendar Bulletin Board Set
12 title cards · 12 calendar grids
100 stickers, 8cm each
709941 · $13.99

French Chalk It Up Calendar Bulletin Board Set
3209089 · 67 pieces · $18.99

NEW!
French Thematic Posters 7-Pack
2643155 · 7 posters, 46cm x 31cm each · $19.95

BESTSELLER!
Magnetic Schedule
Gr. 1–7 · 18 magnets, 20cm x 6cm each
Provide students with an outline of the day through illustrated magnets. Images are simple enough for non-readers of any age to confidently understand their day. Great for use with pocket charts.
2663517 · $19.99

French Thematic Charts 4-Pack
1548934 · 4 charts, 46cm x 61cm each · $16.99

Taxes are not included.
FRENCH

Language Cards

**BESTSELLER!**

**Essential Vocabulary Cards**

- 36 laminated cards, 23cm x 10cm each
- Create a colourful learning environment with 36 multi-use, laminated cards. Includes days, months, seasons, and weather expressions.

1380724  $16.99

**Alphabet & Numbers Flashcard/Banner Set**

- 16 banners, 20cm x 46cm each · 47 flashcards, 15cm x 15cm each
- Teach basic French vocabulary with banners that display the alphabet and numbers 0 to 20, as well as 26 alphabet and 21 number flashcards that display the English word on one side and the French on the other.

2890409  $34.99

**Calendar Pals**

- 3 posters, 61cm x 45cm each
- Engage students with a write-and-wipe blank calendar, question strips, and an answer chart to review the date, day, month, year, season, and weather.

Use with **Essential Vocabulary Cards** (#1380724) to increase student engagement and make vocabulary review a daily exercise!

2392182  $16.99

**BESTSELLER!**

**Classroom Signs**

- 24 laminated cards, 23cm x 10cm each
- Teach students important classroom vocabulary with illustrated signs that can be used as labels or flashcards.

1984336  $12.99

**Math Word Wall**

- Gr. 1–6 · 107 laminated cards, 6cm H · dry erase place value chart
- Use these curriculum-based visual references (colour-coded by theme) to teach important math concepts. Each card shows the text of a mathematical term with an illustration to aid comprehension.

2663690  $39.99

**Word Wall Pack**

- 165 laminated cards, 6cm H each
- Colourful, illustrated word walls are the perfect reference for French beginners. Word wall cards are reproducible for individual use.

2120898  $49.99

**BESTSELLER!**

**Anchor Charts for Common Classroom Interactions**

- 12 charts, 46cm x 20cm each
- Reinforce common classroom interactions with colourful classroom charts!

2689323  $19.99

**Resource**
Taxes are not included.

**BESTSELLERS!**

**Complete FrenchSmart**

224 pages each

These fun and rewarding activities provide lots of practice for learning and mastering French as a second language. Systematically designed exercises cover vocabulary building, grammar, reading, and usage.
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2880286 Gr. 4 $19.95
2880294 Gr. 5 $19.95
2880301 Gr. 6 $19.95
2880369 Gr. 7 $19.95

**NEW!**

**My French & English Word Book**

Gr. K-3 · hardcover, 32 pages

Fun activities and engaging images teach students how to incorporate French into their everyday lives.
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2260074 $14.99

**ALL NEW!**

**FrenchSmart Tutor**

192 pages each

Covering all three strands of the French curriculum: oral communication, reading, and writing, this comprehensive workbook includes practice, and a review section as well as accompanying audio clips that help students develop their oral and listening skills.
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3189009 Gr. 4 $21.95
3189017 Gr. 5 $21.95
3189033 Gr. 6 $21.95

**NEW!**

**Mon Premier Atlas**

Gr. PreK+ · hardcover, 48 pages, 10 foldout maps

This interactive atlas is an essential introduction to the basics of the world. Includes information about the continents, their people, and physical geography complete with fold-out pages!
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3189801 $14.95

**BESTSELLERS!**

**FrenchSmart**

128 pages each

Engaging activities to reinforce essential French vocabulary, grammar, reading, and usage.
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2120137 Gr. 4 $12.95
2120145 Gr. 5 $12.95
2120153 Gr. 6 $12.95
2120161 Gr. 7 $12.95
2120179 Gr. 8 $12.95

**NEW!**

**Thematic French Lessons & Activities for Beginning Classes**

Gr. 4-6 (core) · 64 pages each

Reproducible lessons and activities based on the seasons and Canadian holidays. Includes dictations and conjugation exercises to practise “er” verbs, avoir, and être in the present tense.

Volume 1

Les saisons/Seasons
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1255860 $15.99

Volume 2

Les fêtes/Holidays
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1255852 $15.99

**FRENCH Monthly Idea Books**

Gr. PreK-3

60 pages each

Full-colour

Filled with creative ideas, activities, bulletin board suggestions, and more!

September–December

2938522 $10.99

January–June

2995762 $10.99

**NEW!**

**Les saisons/Seasons/Thematic French Lessons & Activities for Beginning Classes**

Gr. 4-6 (core) · 64 pages each

Reproducible lessons and activities based on the seasons and Canadian holidays. Includes dictations and conjugation exercises to practise “er” verbs, avoir, and être in the present tense.
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1255860 $15.99

**NEW!**

**Les fêtes/Holidays/Thematic French Lessons & Activities for Beginning Classes**

Gr. 4-6 (core) · 64 pages each

Reproducible lessons and activities based on the seasons and Canadian holidays. Includes dictations and conjugation exercises to practise “er” verbs, avoir, and être in the present tense.
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1255852 $15.99
Levelled Reading Sets
Gr. K-3 · 5 laminated booklets, 8 pages each
Early readers, featuring simple sentences and repetitive text, teach students French language basics.

**Level A, Books 1-5**
Repetitive text, centred on “I” statements, help students learn simple words.
2562595 $19.95

**Level A, Books 6-10**
Teach students to use simple verbs with these three to eight word sentences in a simple text format.
2562579 $19.95

**Level A, Books 11-15**
Simple, easy-to-read stories that introduce gender pronouns to your students.
2557330 $19.95

**Level A, Books 16-20**
Beginning readers will learn simple mathematics and spatial words.
2573956 $19.95

**Level A, Books 21-25**
Each booklet covers an emotion, such as joy, sadness, fear, surprise, and anger.
3178739 $19.95

**Level B, Books 1-5**
Develop reading skills with short stories featuring repetition and simple sentence structure.
2473990 $19.95

**Level B, Books 6-10**
Build phonological awareness with short stories that include a list of all similar sounds highlighted at the end of the book.
2474005 $19.95

**Level B, Books 11-15**
Introduce question words to your budding readers with these short stories.
2722248 $19.95

**Level C, Books 1-5**
Teach students to work out sounds that have the same spelling but different pronunciation. Longer stories feature two to three sentences per page.
2550582 $19.95

**Level C, Books 6-10**
Introduce informative texts to beginning readers.
3059939 $19.95

**NEW!**
Level A, Books 21-25
Each booklet covers an emotion, such as joy, sadness, fear, surprise, and anger.
3178739 $19.95

Discussion questions are included at the end of each book.
**French Learning Games**

**Reading Comprehension Game La cabane dans l’arbre**  
Gr. K–3  · 8 game boards  
36 reading cards  
3 answer cards  
Build reading comprehension skills as students attempt to identify the character that is being described by each clue. Three levels of difficulty ensure that all students will benefit!  
2689688  $29.95

**Verbs Game**  
Gr. K–3  · 8 game boards  
48 picture cards  
answer card  
Build reading skills and enrich vocabulary as students match action words to corresponding picture cards to win.  
2712968  $24.95

**New! Mind Sparks™ Language Learning Blocks French-English**  
Gr. PreK+  · 25 foam pieces  
A fun and tactile way to learn 75 new French words. Each set includes 25 blocks that have three English words and three French translations plus an instruction sheet.  
3198109  $29.99

**NEW! French Phonics Fun Vowel Sounds for Beginner Readers**  
Gr. K–3  · 46 illustrated cards  
15cm x 15cm each · 2 sets of memory match game cards  
23 cards each · 50-page teacher’s guide  
Introduce and practise French vowels for beginner readers! Includes memory matching game cards, an audio CD to model vowel sounds, a teacher’s guide, and a reproducible activity book.  
3178565  $49.99

**NEW! French Phonics Fun Consonant Sounds for Beginner Readers**  
Gr. K–3  · 28 illustrated cards  
15cm x 15cm each · memory match game cards, 28 pairs  
50-page teacher’s guide  
Introduce and practise French consonants for beginner readers. Includes memory matching game cards, an audio CD to model consonant sounds, a teacher’s guide, and a reproducible activity book!  
3178573  $39.99

**Flashcards**  
36 flashcards each  
Teach verbs and vocabulary visually with flashcards that have pictures on one side and words on the reverse. Ideal for drills, games, and evaluation.  
Action Verbs  
1681437  $12.99  
Classroom-Themed  
1681445  $12.99

**Action Verbs**  
35 player cards per set  
Practise verbs and vocabulary with this traditional game! Includes caller’s cards and instructions.  
Action Verbs  
1681461  $11.99  
Classroom-Themed  
1681479  $11.99

**Bingo**  
35 player cards per set  
Practise verbs and vocabulary comprehension with this traditional game! Includes caller’s cards and instructions.  
Action Verbs  
1681461  $11.99  
Classroom-Themed  
1681479  $11.99

**NEW! French Phonics Fun**  
Vowel Sounds for Beginner Readers  
3178565  $49.99

**Flashcards**  
36 flashcards each  
Teach verbs and vocabulary visually with flashcards that have pictures on one side and words on the reverse. Ideal for drills, games, and evaluation.  
Action Verbs  
1681437  $12.99  
Classroom-Themed  
1681445  $12.99

**NEW! Mind Sparks™ Language Learning Blocks French-English**  
Gr. PreK+  · 25 foam pieces  
A fun and tactile way to learn 75 new French words. Each set includes 25 blocks that have three English words and three French translations plus an instruction sheet.  
3198109  $29.99

**NEW! French Phonics Fun**  
Consonant Sounds for Beginner Readers  
3178573  $39.99

**FSL Warm-Up Trivia Questions**  
6 themes, 120 questions each · teaching instructions · storage box  
An engaging trivia game with curriculum-based questions to help teach and reinforce French language skills. Themes include “Premier pas,” “La vie de tous les jours,” “Le français,” “Moi,” “Verbes au présent pour les débutants,” and more.  
2890433  $39.99

---

**Taxes are not included.**
FRENCH
Classroom Helpers & Music

Memory Aid Reference Rulers ✦
32 rulers, 16cm x 3cm each
These sturdy, laminated, double-sided rulers also act as a memory aid for days of the week, months, numbers, accents, time, and other basic vocabulary.
936312 $7.99

Verbs Student Reference Tool ✦
Conjuguez en Français
32 rulers, 16cm x 3cm each
A handy, laminated reference for regular and irregular verbs. Covers present tense and the formation of passé composé, futur proche, and passé récent.
1380675 $7.99

NEW!
Comptines et jeux pour apprendre et chantant ✦
Gr. PreK+ - 64-page activity book + 4 CDs
Includes 100 all-time favourite songs for students to learn basic concepts.
3117232 $16.99

NEW!
Mes Premieres Chansons ✦
Gr. PreK+ - 3 CDs
With over 60 songs that will encourage learning the basics.
3184166 $8.95

NEW!
Le Top 100 Pour Enfants ✦
Gr. PreK-3 - 2 CDs
A collection of all-time favourite kids’ songs in French! Each CD includes 50 songs.
2865783 $9.99

NEW!
Mes Chansons pour Apprendre ✦
Gr. PreK+ - 3 CDs
These songs will teach basic skills and concepts to young students.
3184182 $8.95

NEW!
Parlons de Moi Poster Papers ✦
Gr. 1–2 (immersion), Gr. 4 (core)
30 posters, 46cm x 61cm each
Students fill in their own information and illustrations to personalize their posters. Addresses beginner curriculum requirements: personal ID, family and friends, hobbies, character traits, and more!
3178549 $29.99

NEW!
French Reference Sheet 10-Pack ✦
Gr. 3-5 - 10 sheets, 20cm x 28cm each
The perfect reference tool for the beginner to junior French student. One side has very basic language, and on the reverse, more advanced. Content includes temps, jours, pronoms, accents, prépositions, pluriel, and more!
3178599 $24.99

NEW!
French Noun Reference Sheet 10-Pack ✦
Gr. 4-6 - 10 sheets, 20cm x 28cm each
A perfect reference tool for developing French students. Content includes temps, jours, pronoms, accents, prépositions, pluriel, and adjectifs with space for students to personalize.
3178606 $24.99

Le Top 100 Pour Enfants
Gr. PreK-3 · 2 CDs
A collection of all-time favourite kids’ songs in French! Each CD includes 50 songs.
2865783 $9.99

NEW!
Mes Chansons pour Apprendre
Gr. PreK+ · 3 CDs
These songs will teach basic skills and concepts to young students.
3184182 $8.95

NEW!
Parlons de Moi Poster Papers
Gr. 1–2 (immersion), Gr. 4 (core)
30 posters, 46cm x 61cm each
Students fill in their own information and illustrations to personalize their posters. Addresses beginner curriculum requirements: personal ID, family and friends, hobbies, character traits, and more!
3178549 $29.99
Taxes are not included.

**NEW! French Chalkboard Happy Birthday Reward Pack**
Poster, 45cm x 61cm · 30 postcards · 30 bookmarks
3188259 $12.99

**BESTSELLERS!**
- **Sticker Books**
  268-536 stickers per pack
  Motivational French stickers in an easy-to-use pad.
  - Sourires et étoiles
    1075903 $7.99
  - Animeaux français
    1244649 $7.99
  - Beau Travail!
    1734509 $7.99

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Incentive Stickers**
  60 stickers
  Perfect for rewarding hard work!
  815128 $4.49

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Birthday Badges**
  32 badges per pack, 7cm x 8cm each
  Colourful lapel stickers for students to wear on their birthday. Sixteen each of two designs.
  1825796 $5.99

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Success Stickers**
  120 stickers per pack, 3cm x 2cm each
  Motivational messages reward students for a job well done!
  1127647 $3.99

**NEW!**
- **French Chalkboard Happy Birthday Reward Pack**
  Poster, 45cm x 61cm · 30 postcards · 30 bookmarks
  3188259 $12.99

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Recognition Awards**
  25 awards per pack, 15cm x 21cm each
  Reward progress and build self-esteem.
  Messages are easy to personalize for each student.
  - Bravol
    1021956 $4.49
  - Bonne fête!
    1021964 $4.49

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Reward Certificates**
  30 certificates, 14cm x 22cm each
  Praise and reward your students’ achievements!
  - Tu parlez français!
    3068592 $5.99
  - Certificat de mérite
    3068617 $5.99

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Primary Fun Bookmarks**
  32 bookmarks
  Bookmarks can be personalized and used as a handy reference for colours and numbers 1-10.
  2523787 $3.99

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Bonne fête! Bookmarks**
  36 bookmarks
  Great motivators to keep your students reading.
  1134882 $4.99

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Bonne fête! Bookmarks**
  30 bookmarks
  - Bonne fête!
    1021956 $4.49
  - Bonne fête!
    1021964 $4.49

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Bienvenue dans ma classe!**
  30 bookmarks
  - Bienvenue dans ma classe!
    1021956 $4.49
  - Bienvenue dans ma classe!
    1021964 $4.49

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Motivational Stickers**
  240 stickers, 40 each of 6 designs
  Encourage and motivate your students!
  2689357 $5.99

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Bonne fête! Bookmarks**
  30 postcards
  - Bonne fête!
    2675588 $11.99
  - Bienvenue dans ma classe!
    2675603 $11.99

**BESTSELLER!**
- **Poster**
  30 bookmarks
  - Bonne fête!
    2675588 $11.99
  - Bienvenue dans ma classe!
    2675603 $11.99